
Turn Sequence 
1. Initiative Roll D6 (attacker+1) 
2. Character Phase. Terrain 
movement.Character attacks 
3. Battle PhaseFirst player moves all.  
4. Second player moves all. 
5. First player shoots. Second player shoots. 
Effects simultaneous. 
6. Fighting carried out. 
7. Morale Tests 
8. Countdown(from 25 to 0) 

Movement D6  for priority (attacker +1) 

Cavalry/Chariots/Generals/Leaders    2 SQ 
All others 1 SQ 
Hosts may move diagonally 
General allows a second movement dice roll. 

Troop/ 
Character 

Type 

Score to move 
back or side 

To leave a 
closed 
square 

Close Order 
Inf 

4,5,6 5,6 

Support  Inf 3,4,5,6 4,5,6 

Skirmish  inf N/A N/A 
Cavalry 3,4,5,6 6 

Skirmish cav N/A 5,6 

Chariot/
elephant 

4,5,6 Not 
permitted 

General/Monster/leader/ 
magician/Host do not roll 

Artillery 6 for all 
directions 

6 

Veteran/Elite +1        Levy -1  to above 

Shooting from hand held weapons 
One D6 per base. Less one base if Levy . Less one base 
if mounted. One D6 per skirmish unit. Each  5,6 scored = 
Hit.  

To save 
2,3,4,5,6     Generals/monsters 
3,4,5,6     skirmishers/hosts/armoured /Magicians  

4,5,6      others 
 
+1   If saver  in buildings or woods    -1   If saver shieldless 

Artillery  (Each hit is a kill unless saved) 
Generals, magicians            2,3,4,5,6 
Monsters                   3,4,5,6 
Leaders    4,5,6 

Troops in woods, defences , villages or thick brush 6 
All others have no saving rolls 

Fighting  
Attacker 

+4.     2+ units present that were involved  in a successful attack  
+3    Each close order infantry,chariot   or cavalry unit  at strength 
+4  General leading the  attack( defender roll D6  6=killed) 
+4  For each monster  attacking. 
+3 2 + Cav/chariot/close order/support units to rear 
+2      Elite unit in square (up to 2)(excess of 2 can be counted as vet                                    

if 3 vets have not been used) 
+2 For each  elephant 
+2 If  no enemy skirmishers present 
+2 For  each support or host unit at strength 
+1 Each weakened cav/chariot/support/host/close order inf unit. 
+1 For  each skirmisher unit 
+1 For a  general present but not leading attack 
+1 Each leader (up to 2).All leaders must attack. ( 6=leader 
killed) 
+1 Each flank square containing own units(not 
characters,host,artillery) 
+1 For  each shock unit not at full strength 
+1  For each  veteran unit(up to 3) 
+1 Each unit/monster  without enough move to attack  
-1  For each  Levy unit(up to 3) 
-1  For each  elephant/Cavalry(chariot) match (up to 3) 
-1 For each host/monster unit match(up to 3) 
-2 Fighting to cross a shallow river  
-4  If  the defenders are  in closed terrain 
-2  Each cav/chariot/mounted skirm/elephant unit assaulting  
closed  

Defender 
+4  For each monster. 
+3 For each close order unit at strength(only + 1 if defending 
closed ) 
+3  2+Units to rear(cav/chariots/support/close order  inf(not host/
art)) 
+2  Each flank square  with any own side units in it(not hosts/ art) 
+2  For each  general present( max 1) 
+2  For  each elite unit up to 2 
+2  For each support/host unit at strength. 
+2 Each cav or chariot  unit at strength (only +1 if defending 
closed ) 
+1 Each elv unit in wooded square (up to 8) 
+1 Each leader(up to 2) in defence(no 6=dead )risk 
+1 Each shock unit 
+1 Each weakened close order infantry, support, host  or cav 
+1  For each veteran unit up to 3 
+1 For each skirmisher unit 
+1 For each elephant(not allowed in closed terrain) 
-1  For per levy unit up to 3 
-1   For each elephant /cavalry(chariot) unit match ( up to 3) 
-1 For each host/monster unit match(up to 3) 
-4 For each previous fight this turn 
 
Each 4 points =1 D6( 1 or 2 points ignored, 3 points rounded up to a 
full 4 points) 

          3,4,5 =1 Hit  6=2 Hits   

Saving Rolls from Fighting (up to 2 hits per unit) 

General/monster  2,3,4,5,6   
Unarmoured troops/Elephant /Artillery/hosts 5,6 
Armoured troops/Chariot       4,5,6   
Skirms (unless unaccompanied) 4,5,6   
Leaders     3,4,5,6   
 
Elite/Veterans  +1            Levy -1        Shieldless troops -1 
Dead Monster  D6-3 extra hit dice. 

Results Of Fighting 
Attacker Wins.  Defender withdraws one square.NOW 
Attacker rolls D6-2(D6+1if defender cannot retire)  on kill 
chart. Defender chooses losses, no saves.  
Attacker move up to 4 units + Leader/general into square 
now. 
If Neither player wins. No extra casualties, no extra move. 
If Defender wins. Attacker and defender do not move. 
Defender  D6 extra rolls on kill chart. Attacker chooses 
losses, no saves. 

Quick Sheet 



Morale      Roll 1 die per dead marker  4,5,6= 1 Fail 

4 Tests per general killed this turn 
1 Extra test if levy present(not skirmishers) 
1 Less test if at strength vet or elite present 
1 less test if any leaders present 
1 fail cancelled if closed square 
1 fail cancelled if general present 
1 Fail cancelled if square won an attack this turn. 
 
1 fail.  Nothing may leave  the  square  unless retiring. 
2 fails    Square falls back. Not veterans if 4,5,6.  Elite may choose 
whether to retire or  stay. (D6-3 if no fall back) 
3 fails  Square falls back. All units take morale. 4,5,6 levy run 5,6 
trained run 6 Vets run.Elite do not run. (D6-2 if no fall back) 
4 fails.  Square falls back. All units take morale. 3,4,5,6 levy run 4,5,6 
trained run 5,6 Vets run.Elite do not run. (D6-1 if no fall back) 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 Countdown 

No deployment   Centre Centre   

       

Deployment for 7 x 5 foot table 

Magic  Declare target. Take any route. 

Roll 3,4,5,6 to move into a square(5,6 if closed).  
Difference of 2 D6 or single D6. 

D6 Magician Fear Magician Fighting Magician 
Movement 

Magician Magic Magician Shooting 

0,1,2 Nothing Nothing Nothing Nothing Nothing 

3, 4 D6-2 extra morale 
die rolls. This  result 
affects whoever is in 
the square at the 
END of the turn.Thus 
forward planning is 
needed. 

D6 less fighting points 
for any attack launched 
from that square. D6 
extra points for an own 
side square that fights in 
defence or attack this 
turn 

D6 units of enemy 
may not move or 
D6 of own units 
do not need to roll 
for leaving the 
square.All choices 
are magicians 

Magic attacks a 
character of 
owner’s choice. 
Both  players roll a 
D6. If magician 
wins by 2 or more 
then character dead. 

Own shooters have double 
range this turn. Enemy 
shooters only hit on 6’s. 
this spell moves with the 
units from that square. If 
the units spread to several 
squares then they do not 
affect others. 

5 Magician explodes/
becomes exhausted 

Magician explodes/
becomes exhausted. 

Magician 
explodes/becomes 
exhausted. 

Magician explodes/
becomes exhausted. 

Magician explodes/
becomes exhausted. 

6 Roll for all units(not 
characters) instantly. 
6= unit runs(removed 
from table) except for 
Vets/elites 

Nothing may leave the 
square to attack this 
turn.In addition the 
square cannot claim any 
flank or rear supports. 

Nothing may 
move from the 
square this turn. 

Magic attacks all 
enemy magicians in 
square. Both roll 
D6(attacker D6+1) 
Loser explodes. 

Own shooters are allowed 
double shots, enemy cannot 
shoot. 

Character Attacks   
Defender rolls first.  
3 or more points difference= kill. 
Upper Limits 
Monster   14(-1in attack if enemy square contains hosts) 
Leader     13(+1 in defence  if veteran/elite unit present) 
Magician 12(+1 in defence if in closed square) 
General    15(+1 in defence if Vet unit present OR +2 if 
elite unit present) 

Army Personal Terrain 
1.Chasm of death.   5,6.to position in character phase.Open square only.  
Mounted  5,6 Fall in (6 if vet or elite)     Foot  4,5,6 fall in (5,6 if dwarf or vet/elite foot)     Characters  6 Fall in  Leaving counts as closed terrain. 

2.Storm or elemental  5,6 to deploy in character phase.Open unoccupied square only. 
Roll each turn(owner +1)  Higher score moves storm in 1 of 4 directions.Equal scores=no move.  6 =removal(optional) 
D6= number of units that cannot move that turn.Owners choice. Characters unaffected.No retirung if in storm. 
No shooting or magic into or out of storm. 

3.Mirage or Blinder. Mark 3 closed squares. Attempt 5,6 each turn. Success = terrain removed.Mirage cannot remove personal or occupied terrain   

4. Sacred or fortified area.  Treat as  buildings closed square.  Deploy in 1st or 2nd row.Move as per normal terain.  
 +3 if defending it  close order troops do not suffer the reduced factor for being in closed terrain  
 Enemy gains D6+3 victory points. Can provide flank or rear support to other squares if the appropriate troops are present in the fort.  Cannot claim flank or rear 
support . 
Troops forced to fall back by morale they may count as unable(if they wish) to fall back and take appropriate casualties. 

 5. Graveyard or Spawning Ground.It is deployed on any base edge square(including closed) .  No effect on movement or fighting .  
At the start of each battle turn  up to 5 units can be rolled for.   At least 4 units rolled for must be levy.  Max 1 character or unit better than levy can be rolled for per 
turn. 
3,4,5,6 Levy redeemed  6 for others.  Redeemed units placed in graveyard or squares on either side . Redeemed can move/fight this turn. 
Graveyard must be move if entered by enemy unit. 
6. Swamp or Spook Hole  Positioned after all the normal terrain   positioned in any open by the owning player. Both players roll a die and the difference is how 
many squares(no diagonals) the owning player must move the swamp. These movements must be into a new square each time so that a player may not move the 
swamp back and forth between previously used squares.  If movement into a fresh square is impossible the swamp is left at the last at the last possible square.   
Swamps cannot be fired into but may be fired out of by the owning player. Magicians may not cast spells into or across swamps.  Magicians inside swamps may cast 
spells out of the swamp.  The player who owns the swamp treats the square as closed wooded terrain for movement or exiting but suffers no other ill effects. The 
enemy player treats the square in the same way except when he is successful in leaving the swamp the other player can change the direction of exit to any  face for 
any unit he rolls a  5,6 for.  Units may leave from different faces as the rule is applied to each unit individually and before the next unit is determined. If the owning 
player then decides that the unit does not wish to leave from that face he may not move the unit at all that turn. 


